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1: The Daily ATPL | your daily dose of ATPL theory
JAA ATPL Question Bank at www.enganchecubano.com includes ATPL exam questions and answers, conveniently
organized into subjects, topics and subtopics for effective studying that will help preparing you for the ATPL exam in
shortest possible time.

In this case, use GroundSchool as a time-reliever. Most people find book and website-based learning to be
quite inefficient compared to GroundSchool. You will likely save days, if not weeks, of revision time by using
GroundSchool. Where you have questions about particular content, you can always refer to your class notes or
instructor. Furthermore, GroundSchool is immensely useful immediately before the test as you can generate an
unlimited number of simulated practice papers tests to take both to check your own readiness and get those
last morsels of information into your brain in a highly efficient way before the big day. I your author did it this
way and the results were highly satisfactory. As you are likely freed of the classroom requirement, your goal is
just to take and pass the 14 written exams. Depending on your exact situation, you might not need to take a
course at all. Use this software as a way to blitz the questions before a test. Force yourself to study them and
make yourself sign up to actually take the written tests. Yes, it takes discipline, but the rewards are many. At
the time of this writing, job opportunities for FAA-only pilots are arguably somewhat flat while the pilot
market for EASA license holders is booming and this includes many positions inside the USA and Canada.
For many FAA pilots, this software can be a near substitute for those courses costing thousands of dollars.
What do You need to use the software and answer the questions? This software contains a database of
questions that are very very similar to the questions of actual EASA CQB the actual questions are not
published, but our questions, you will find to be very very close to the real ones. Excepting the items found in
the Jeppesen Airway Manual for Flight Crew Licensing described below , this software includes all of the
figures that you will need to reference while answering the questions. You can also use this screen to
download additional test banks. When you download GroundSchool from our website, you may have
downloaded this software with just one of test banks we have download packages that include either just one
or all 14 tests. It takes just a few minutes to download any additional test bank. They are available through any
number of flight shops on the Internet. This is a collection of charts, approach plates, and so forth that are
referenced in the question banks. You will be allowed to use this if taking the exams which require them such
as the navigation exams. The second item that you should purchase is a flight computer? The exams are
multiple-choice tests. The exact number of questions set for any given paper seems to vary a bit from sitting to
sitting. The time to sit each test varies significantly - the shortest ones allow for only 30 minutes while the
longest 3 hours. This is accurately portrayed in the software. One of the key things to understand about these
tests is that they seem to be continually in flux, as various rulemaking bodies fine tune and standardize the
process. There are a number of places throughout Europe and the US where the tests can be taken. In Europe,
expect a visit to a national capital or major airport area. In the USA, a well-known exam center is available in
Florida. The exams are generally given once a month. It is not possible, either by rule or by practicality, to
take all 14 exams in one sitting. Most people take the tests in about 5 or 6 sittings. While this GroundSchool
software is a highly effective study tool, in general the failure rates for these tests are not insignificant
consider: Most people pass when they go for a retake. The exams entail a fee. Thank you for trying
GroundSchool! We wish you the best of luck in all of your aviation goals! However, the underlying currency
of our Payment processing company is US Dollars. We have approximated the price in Euro above, but the
acutal price you pay may vary sligtly due to exchange rate fluctuations and other factors. The actual price you
pay is visible on the check-out page s. However, licenses granted under this exception will generally be
restricted in some way, such as being limited to their country of origin, administratively. Based on our
experience with these tests, we advise you to treat as suspect any claims from ANY school that claims "we
have a passing percentage rate of X " where X sounds suspiciously high. Uwe is currently transitioning to an
eventual role as a full-time airline pilot. I want to study for all of the tests - why should I download just one
above? Basically, you have a choice: The advantage of downloading just one and then using the update
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process is that the download is faster as the whole test bank set can be a lengthy download for some - by
downloading piece by piece you can split this into perhaps more manageable chunks as you need them. Please
describe the purchase process. This means that you are free to download the software from our website, install
it on your PC, and try it out. This will be enough to let you get a feel for the software, but not enough to
actually prepare you in any serious way for your exams. To unlock the rest of the content, you can visit the
order page to complete the order process. When your payment has been made, an unlock keycode will be sent
to you via e-mail. You enter this unlock keycode into the software to unlock the full content the test banks of
your choice. You can purchase unlock codes for individual tests, but by far the best price can be had by
purchasing all 14 tests at the same time. Thank you for your understanding that due to the nature of the
electronic sales process and because the software is available on a try before you buy basis, once the purchase
has been made, it is not reversible. How long is my purchase good for? Rather, we state that your purchase is,
in essence, good for life. Furthermore, we allow you to update the software to the newest available version,
FREE, at any time. This is of course not a guarantee that years from now we will still be updating the
software, but it does say that whenever we do, you will have access to it. To wit, we have users who have been
using our GroundSchool FAA USA software for more than a decade now with free updates since their original
purchase. However, there is a catch: You may NOT share this with friends, coworkers, etc. Please direct such
people to purchase their own copy! We hope that you find this tradeoff to be fair - in exchange for free
upgrades and no set time limit, you agree not to share this software inappropriately. Free upgrades means that
in the future you can use this software to review or brush up. Why is the price so inexpensive? As such, much
of the difficult and hard bits of programming were already done. Sorry for asking such a question of ourselves
that appears to be a bit self-serving - the issue is that we have found that some people are so startled by our
lower price that they wonder if there is something that they are missing! In reality this really is by far the best
study tool in its class available regardless of price. That it happens to pretty much be the cheapest is just a
bonus! What is the price in my local currency? The prices above are listed in Euro. However, our underlying
shop currency is USD. Because of this, the price you pay even in Euro may vary slightly from what is shown
above due to exchange rate fluctuations.. As you go through the order process, you will see in a later screen
the actual total price displayed in your local currency. Orders are handled for us by SWreg, our e-commerce
partner who have been absolutely great at providing a reliable and secure e-commerce gateway for us. Except
maybe for the beads, the answer is generally yes. The SWreg order system allows for a large number of ways
to order. To order, for example, by phone, just start the order process online. Then, when you get to the
payment stage, it will ask you about payment method - here you will see the full list of choices. The software
is downloaded from our website and installed on your PC directly. This allows us to get the most recent
software to you efficiently, and it saves postage and manufacturing costs. Yes, the downloads can be large, but
they are doable even on a dial-up connection if you have a little patience. Most of us have access to high-speed
internet through which the downloads should generally take a few minutes at the most. If I buy just one test
now, can I get a credit towards buying all 14 later? This would be inefficient to administer and kind of defeat
the whole purpose of offering the 14 in an extremely value priced bundle. What is the total number of
questions? The total number of questions varies as question banks change. As we and the relevant authorities
change their questions, this number is likely to vary a bit. Basically, we have the same number or more
questions as any other serious training or preparation provider, and our full-time staff uses the same methods
of updating our banks as major flight schools and test prep providers. We have absolutely no idea what such
offerings are, but there is no possible way that they can be anything approaching comprehensive. Do I have to
be online to use the software? An Internet connection is required initially for downloading and unlocking
GroundSchool, and of course you also need to be online to check for updates. This is great if you, for example,
find yourself on the road with some spare time and a laptop. Some might offer website-based study. If you try
their demos, you will see that websites have relatively slow response times. If you have any further questions
we are happy to help you via our online helpdesk.
2: Is the JAA PPL/IR question bank available freely? - PPRuNe Forums
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BGS Online - JAA ATPL Question Bank BGS Online is the original and best EASA online question bank. Established
and maintained by Bristol Groundschool, Europe's leading specialist groundschool, BGS Online is the best study aid
available to you, whichever FTO you are training with.

3: Home - BGS Online
Free ATPL Question Bank For anyone looking for a great ATPL database of questions try this JAA ATPL Questions |
www.enganchecubano.com Its as good or better than the one I paid alot of money for 12 months access.

4: Fasttrack ATPL â€“ Fasttrack ATPL
Question bank strives to monitor these revisions thereby ensuring that the examination questions they choose are based
on key learning objectives for each specified subject pertaining to the new syllabus.

5: EASA (JAA) ATPL Training for iOS - Free download and software reviews - CNET www.enganchecuban
ATPL Question Bank Our ATPL Online Question Bank is a database with exam questions very similar to the official
CQB (Central Question Bank) of European Aviation Authorities. The Question Bank offers you two methods to prepare
for the real exam.

6: EASA & FAA exam preparation & question bank for pilots | Aviationexam
ATPL Online is the industry's leading provider of JAA (EASA) exam questions. Our team of professionals continually
update the database and each question is carefully selected to resemble the official Central Question Bank (CQB).

7: FAA Written Test Question Banks
06/14/ Bank: (Airline Transport Pilot) Airman Knowledge Test Question Bank. The FAA computer-assisted testing
system is supported by a series of supplement publications.

8: ATPL Theory Question Bank
Italian feedback for the question bank of ATPL. Good luck! by momanbh in Types > School Work, success, and aviation.

9: Free ATPL Question Bank - PPRuNe Forums
European Central Question Bank (ECQB) Downloads The ECQB is a bank of some 10, questions (Multiple Choice
Questions - MCQs) used by all EASA Member States for the theoretical knowledge examinations of flight crew
(professional aeroplane and helicopter pilots and applicants for an instrument rating).
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